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Abstract We describe the connection between a generalized algebraic Riccati 
equation and the corresponding generalized algebraic Riccati system 
and Kalman-Popov-Yakubovich system. Moreover, we present an itera
tive procedure for constructing its stabilizing solution. 
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1. Introduction 

The solution of stochastic linear quadratic optimal control problems 
with infinite time horizon leads to algebraic matrix equations of the form 
(see [3J, [18]) 

A*X+XA+Q+IIl(X)-
-[8 + XB + II12 (X)J[R + II2(X)J+[8 + XB + II12 (X)J* = 0, 

(1.1) 

where Z+ is the Moore-Penrose inverse of a matrix Z and A, B, Q, R 
and 8 are given matrices of sizes n x n, n x m, n x n, m x m and n x m, 
respectively, such that 

T:= 

is hermitian. Moreover, the operator II: 1{n -> 1{n+m with 

is linear and positive, i.e. X o implies II(X) O. Here, 1{n stands for 
the real vector space of hermitian matrices of size n, and by X 0 (or 
X > 0) it is denoted that X = X* is positive semidefinite (or positive 
definite). 
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If R is invertible, S = 0 and II == 0 then (1.1) reduces to the well
known algebraic Riccati equation 

A*X +XA+ Q -XBR-IB*X = 0 

which is of great importance in many fields of applied mathematics, e.g. 
optimal control theory. For that reason we call equation (1.1) generalized 
algebraic Riccati equation. 

For X E H n we define the dissipation matrix associated with the 
generalized algebraic Riccati equation (1.1) as 

Below we will describe how equation (1.1) is related to the (continuous
time) generalized algebraic Riccati system (or Lure system) 

(1.3) 

in the unknowns K E cmxn , X E H n and to the generalized Kalman
Popov- Yakubovich system 

A(X) = [V w] (1.4) 

in the unknowns X E H n , V E cmxn and W E cmxm . 

For the case where R is invertible and II == 0 these results can be 
found in [17]. It turns out that under adequate additional restrictions 
(see Section 3) (1.1), (1.3) and (1.4) are equivalent. 

Finally, in Section 4 we present an iterative procedure for computing 
the maximal (and stabilizing) solution X+ of (1.1) which exists under 
certain generalized stabilizability and detect ability assumptions; alter
native algorithms for determining X+ have been developed in [4] (via 
semidefinite programming associated with LMI's) and in [8], [14] (via 
Newton-type iteration). 

Further results on (1.1) can be found in [2], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], 
[10] and [14]. 

2. Lyapunov equations and stability 

In this section we present some preliminary results on the linearly 
perturbed algebraic Lyapunov equation 

A* X + XA + III (X) + Q = 0, (2.1) 
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where A and Q are given n x n matrices, Q is hermitian and III : 'lin ---+ 

'lin is a positive linear operator. This equation plays a central role in 
the analysis of the generalized Riccati equation (1.1). 

Define the continuous-time Lyapunov operator LA by 

For an operator or a matrix T we denote by O"(T) and r(T) its spectrum 
and its spectral radius, respectively. The open left half-plane is c_. 

The first theorem which can be found e.g. in [8J generalizes Lyapunovs 
stability theorem. A slightly modified version of this result appeared 
already in [12J (see also [11], Section III); in the case of time-varying 
coefficients a similar result has been proved in [9J, Proposition 4.6. 

2.1 Theorem. The following statements are equivalent: 

(i) O"(A) C C_ and r (LAlIII) < l. 
(ii) -(LA - III) is inverse positive, i.e. -(LA - III)-l exists and is a 

positive operator. 

(iii) There is some X> 0 such that (LA + III) (X) < O. 

(iv) For any Q > 0 equation (2.1) has a unique solution X > O. 

(v) dLA + III) C_. 
If anyone of these conditions is fulfilled then A is called c-stable relative 
to III. 

It turns out that the classical definitions of stabilizability and de
tectability have to be replaced in our situation by the following general
izations. 

2.2 Definition. A pair (A, B) of matrices A E cnxn and B E cnxm 

is said to be c-stabilizable relative to II if there is a matrix F such that 
A + BF is c-stable relative to [J., ] * II [J., J. 

According to Theorem 2.1 (A, B) is c-stabilizable relative to II if and 

only if the inequality (A + BF)* X + X(A + BF) + II(X) < 0 

is fulfilled by a pair (F, X) with X > O. 
Notice that the concept of mean-square stabilizability used in [12J is in 

the special case considered therein equivalent to c-stabilizability relative 
to II. 

2.3 Definition. A pair (C, A) of matrices A E cnxn and C E cmxn is 
said to be c-detectable relative to III if there is a matrix L E cnxm such 
that A + LC is c-stable relative to III. 
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Next we formulate a necessary condition for c-detectability which cor
responds to the well-known Popov-Belevitch-Hautus criterion. 

2.4 Lemma (see [14]). If there exist a positive semidefinite matrix 
V =1= 0 with CV = 0 and some A 2: 0 such that (£A + III)adj(V) = AV, 
then (C, A) is not c-detectable relative to III. 

The following lemma generalizes results known from stability theory 
in the special case III == O. 

2.5 Lemma (see [14]). Suppose Q 2: 0 and (2.1) has a solution X 2: O. 

(i) If Q > 0 then A is c-stable relative to III and we have X > O. 

(ii) If (Q, A) is c-detectable relative to III then A is c-stable relative 
to III. 

3. Main results 

For convenience of the reader we recall first the definition of the 
Moore-Penrose inverse and state some of its elementary properties which 
can be found for example in Section 20.5 of [16]. 

3.1 Definition. The Moore-Penrose inverse of an m x n matrix Z is 
the unique n x m matrix Z+ satisfying the conditions 

(i) Z+ZZ+ = Z+, ZZ+Z = Z, 

(ii) (Z+Z)* = Z+Z, (ZZ+)* = ZZ+. 
3.2 Lemma. Let Z be an m x n matrix. Then: 

(i) (Z+)+ = Z. 

(ii) (Z*)+ = (Z+)*. 
(iii) (AZ)+ = A-IZ+ for all A =1= o. 
(iv) Ker z+ = Ker Z*, 1m Z+ = 1m Z* . 

(v) If Z is hermitian or positive semidefinite, then so is Z+. 

(vi) Z+ = Z*(ZZ*)+ = (Z* Z)+ Z*. 
The following lemma is taken from [1] (see Theorem 9.17 therein): 

3.3 Lemma. Assume that Z is an m x n matrix and W is a p x n 
matrix. Then the following statements are equivalent: 

(i) Ker Z Ker W. 

(ii) W = WZ+Z. 
(iii) W+ = Z+ ZW+. 

For every X E ?in we introduce the corresponding feedback matrix 
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The following lemma explains the relation between the generalized alge
braic Riccati equation (1.1) and the generalized algebraic Riccati system 
(1.3) . 

3.4 Lemma. A matrix X E 'lin is a solution of 

A* X + XA + Q + III (X) - [S + XB + II12(X)] 

x [R + II2(X)]+[S + XB + II12(X)]* = 0 (3.la) 

with 
Ker[R + II2(X)] Ker[S + XB + II12(X)] (3.lb) 

if and only if there is a matrix K E cmxn such that 

A(X) [i] = O. 

In this case K = F(X), if additionally 

Ker[R+II2(X)] KerK*. 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

Proof. (i) If X E 'lin is a solution of (3.la) and K := F(X) is the 
corresponding feedback matrix, it is obvious that 

A* X + XA + Q + III(X) + [S + XB + II12(X)]K = O. (3.2a) 

Furthermore from Lemma 3.3 it follows that (3.lb) is equivalent to 

-K*[R + II2(X)] = S + XB + II12 (X), 

therefore 
[S + XB + II12(X)]* + [R + II2(X)]K = O. (3.2b) 

Consequently K satisfies equation (3.2). 
(ii) If X E 'lin and K E cmxn are chosen such that (3.2b) holds, then 

it follows from the properties of the Moore-Penrose inverse that 

[S + XB + II12 (X)]K = -K*[R + II2(X)]K 
= -K*[R + II2(X)][R + II2(X)]+[R + II2(X)]K 
= -[S + XB + II12(X)][R + II2(X)]+[S + XB + II12(X)]*, 

Plugging this into (3.2a) yields that X satisfies (3.la). Analogously it is 
obtained that 

[S + X B + II12(X)][R + II2(X)]+[R + II2 (X)] 
= -K*[R + II2(X)][R + II2(X)]+[R + II2(X)] 

= -K*[R + II2(X)]= S + XB + II12 (X), 

and according to Lemma 3.3 this is equivalent to (3.lb). 
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(iii) Using parts (i) and (iv) of Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.3 it can 
easily be seen that relation (3.3) is equivalent to Ker[R + Ih(X)]+ 
Ker K* and to K = [R+II2(X)]+[R+II2(X)]K, respectively. Now pre
multiplication of (3.2b) with [R + II2(X)]+ yields the last statement of 
the lemma. • 

The next theorem shows the relation between the generalized algebraic 
Riccati equation (1.1) and the generalized Kalman-Popov-Yakubovich 
system (1.4); notice that (1.4) provides a factorization of the dissipation 
matrix (1.2). 

3.5 Theorem. A matrix X E H n is a solution of 
A*X + XA + Q + II1(X) - [S + XB + II12 (X)] 

x [R+II2(X)]+[8+XB+II12(X)]* =0 (3.4a) 

with 

and 
Ker[R + II2(X)] Ker[S + XB + II12(X)] (3.4b) 

R + II2 (X) ;::: 0, (3.4c) 
if and only there exist matrices V E cmxn and W E cmxm such that 

A(X) = [V W] (3.5a) 

and Ker W* C Ker V*. (3.5b) 
In this case F(X) = -W+V. -

Proof. (i) If X E H n is a solution of (3.4) then there exist a matrix 
W E ccmxm with R + II2 (X) = W*W and (see Lemma 3.4) a matrix 
K E ccmxn such that (3.2) is fulfilled. Define V := - W K, then 

[8 + XB + II12(X)]* = -[R + II2(X)]K = -W*WK = W*V 
and, consequently, 
A* X +XA+ Q + IIl(X) = -[S +XB+II12(X)]K = -V*WK = V*V. 
Hence V and W satisfy (3.5a). From V = -WK = -WW+WK = 
WW+V it follows with Lemma 3.3 that (3.5b) is valid. 

(ii) Let X E H n , V E cmxn and W E cmxm be chosen such that 
(3.5) holds. Then, according to Lemma 3.3, V = WW+V. Defining 
K := - W+V it follows, using (3.5) again, that 
[8+XB+II12(X)]K=- V*WW+V=- V*V=- [A*X+XA+Q+II1(X)] 
and 

[R + II2(X)]K = -W*WW+V = -W*V = -[8 + XB + II12(X)]*. 

Therefore X and K satisfy the algebraic Riccati system (3.2), moreover 
R+II2(X) = W*W;::: o. As a consequence of Lemma 3.4 X is a solution 
of the Kalman-Popov-Yakubovich system (3.5a). Finally, from Lemma 
3.2 (vi) we obtain 

-W+V = -(W*W)+W*V = -[R + II2(X)]+[8 + XB + II12(X)]*, 

which proves the statement of the theorem. • 
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4. Computation of the stabilizing solution 

For the formulation of the subsequent results we define D(R) as the 
set of all X E 1-{n such that 

and the generalized Riccati operator R: D(R) ----+ 1-{n by 

R(X) = A*X + XA + Q + III (X) - [S + XB + II I2 (X)] 

x [R + II2(X)]+[S + XB + III2(X)]*, 

We agree that all statements concerning solutions X of R(X) = ° are 
made under the additional hypothesis X E D(R). 

If X E 1-{n is a solution of R(X) = ° and F = F(X) denotes the 
corresponding feedback matrix then X is called stabilizing (resp. almost 
stabilizing) if (T(LA+BF + IT) with IT = [J, r II [J,] is contained in the 
open (resp. closed) left half-plane. 

In the following we propose an algorithm for the computation of the 
stabilizing solution X+ of R(X) = ° which is based on Theorem 3.5. 
For convenience below we use the following assumptions which ensure 
the existence of X+: 
(HI) (A, B) ist c-stabilizable relative to II, 
(H2) R> 0, T:= (r;. 2: 0, 
(H3) (Q - SR-IS*, A - BR-IS*) ist c-detectable relative to 

[-R!lS*] * II [-R!lS*] . 

The next two lemmata have been proved in [14]: 

4.1 Lemma. IfR(X) = ° has a stabilizing solution X+, then X+ 2: X 
for every solution X of R(X) 2: 0. In particular, X+ is the (unique) 
maximal solution of R(X) = 0. 

4.2 Lemma. Assume that the hypotheses (H2) and (H3) hold. Then 
every positive semidefinite solution of R(X) = ° is stabilizing. 

By hypothesis (HI), there is an Fo such that Ao := A + BFo is c
stable relative to [fa r II [fa]' Therefore, it follows from Theorem 2.1 
that the linearly perturbed Lyapunov equation 

has a unique solution Xl which is positiv semidefinite since T 2: 0. 
Hence R + II2(XI ) > 0, and consequently there exist matrices VI E 
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cmxn and WI E GL(m, C) with R + II2 (XI ) = Wi WI and VtWI = 
S+XIB+III2 (XI). We use induction to construct sequences of matrices 

and with certain properties. 
Thus, assume that for some m 2': 1 we have already determined matrices 
{Ai}Z!:o\ {Fi}Z!:O\ and with 

Xl 2': X2 2': ... 2': Xm 2': 0, Ai = A + BFi , i = 0,1, ... , m - 1, 

where 

for i = 1,2, ... , m, 

Fi = -Wi-lVi, i = 1,2, ... ,m -1, 

A;Xi+I+Xi+IAi+ [iJ =0 (4.1) 

for i = 0,1, ... , m - 1 and the matrices Ai are c-stable relative to 
[iJ*II[}J, i = O,l, ... ,m -1. Now define Fm := -W;;;:IVm and 
Am := A + BFm. Then 

A:nXm+XmAm + [lmr [T+II(Xm)] [1m] 

+ (Fm - Fm-I)*[R + II2(Xm)](Fm - Fm - l ) = 0, 

and as in the proof of Lemma 4.2 (see [14]) it follows with the hypotheses 
(H2) and (H3) that Am is c-stable relative to [1m] * II [1m]. According 
to Theorem 2.1 the linearly perturbed Lyapunov equation 

A:nXm+1 + Xm+IAm + [1m] * [T + II(Xm+1)] [1m] = ° 
has a unique solution Xm+l 2': 0, and the difference Xm - Xm+l satisfies 

A:n(Xm - X m+1) + (Xm - X m+1)Am + [1m] * II(Xm - X m+1) [1m] 

+(Fm - Fm-I)*[R + II2(Xm)](Fm - Fm - l ) = ° 
(see the proof of Theorem 5.2 in [14]). Since Am is c-stable relative to 
[/m]* II [1m], it follows from Theorem 2.1 that Xm 2': X m+1· 

So is a nonincreasing sequence of positiv semidefinite matri
ces. Hence the limit X+ := .lim Xi exists, and X+ 2': 0. Furthermore, 

X+ satisfies R(X) = 0. According to Lemma 4.2 X+ is stabilizing and 
by Lemma 4.1 also maximal. 

A discrete-time version of the algorithm presented above could also 
be developed (for the basic theory see [13]); in the case II == ° it can be 
found in [15]. 
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4.3 Remark. Note that the maximal solution X+ also exists (see [14]) 
if the hypothesis (HI) holds and if (H2) and (H3) are replaced by 

(H4) There is a matrix X E D(R) with Ker[R + II2(X)] Ker B for 
which R(X) ;:: O. 

Under these weaker assumptions X+ is at least almost stabilizing and 
can be computed by replacing (4.1) in the preceding algorithm by 

A;XHI+XHIAi + ["::J*[T+II(Xi+l)] [..::J + 1=0; 

or, equivalently, by applying the modified Newton algorithm presented 
in [14]. 

Using the theory of the differential equation -X = R(X), developed 
in [14], we obtain in an elementary way another existence result for 
R(X) = O. 

4.4 Lemma. R(X) = 0 has a solution X with II2 (X) > -R if and only 
if there exist Xl ;:: X2 with II2(X2) > -R and 

(4.2) 

Proof. If X is a solution of R(X) = 0 with II2(X) > -R then (4.2) 
holds trivially. 

Conversely, it follows from the Monotonicity Lemma 6.1 and the Com
parison Theorem 4.5 in [14] that the solutions X(·, Xl) resp. Xc, X2) of 
-X = R(X) with X(O, Xi) = Xi, i = 1,2, are decreasing resp. increas
ing as t is decreasing; moreover 

Hence the limits 

exist and solve R(X) = O. Notice that X(t, Xo) exists for t < 0 if . 
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